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During the last few years, many eorts have been done in integrating

dierent informations in a variational framework to segment images. Re ent works
on

urve propagation were able to in orporate sto hasti

informations [14, 10℄ and

prior knowledge on shapes [3, 11℄. The information inserted in these studies is most
of the time extra ted oine. Meanwhile, other approa hes have proposed to extra t
region information during the segmentation pro ess itself [2, 4, 13℄.
Following these new approa hes and extending the work in [10℄ to ve tor-valued
images, we propose in this paper an entirely variational framework to approa h the
segmentation problem. Both, the image partition and the statisti al parameters for
ea h region are unkown.
After a brief reminder on re ent segmenting methods, we will present a variational
formulation obtained from a bayesian model. After that, we will show two dierent
dierentiations driving to the same evolution equations.
and

olor images of the 2-phase

Detailed studies on gray

ase will follow. And we will nish on an appli ation

to tra king whi h shows benets of our dynami al framework.
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Une Appro he Variationnelle pour une Segmentation
A tive et Adaptative d'Images Ve torielles
Résumé :

Si l'on s'intéresse aux derniers travaux sur la segmentation d'images, on

s'aperçoit qu'un grand nombre d'entre eux

onsiste à in orporer diverses informations

dans une appro he variationnelle. Ainsi, de ré entes études issues des

ontours a tifs

ont permis d'introduire des informations sto hastiques [14, 10℄ et d'intégrer des à
priori sur la forme des

ontours [8, 3, 11℄. D'autres appro hes,

onsidérées

omme

adaptatives, proposent d'extraire des informations régions durant le pro essus de
segmentation [2, 4, 13℄.
Dans

e papier, nous proposons une appro he variationnelle qui généralise les travaux

présentés dans [10℄ aux images

ouleur tout en estimant de manière adaptative les

informations régions. Ainsi il n'est plus né essaire d'avoir re ours à des méthodes de

lustering pour extraire les informations régions avant la segmentation.

Apres un bref rappel sur les méthodes de segmentations ré entes, nous introduisons
une formulation variationnelle obtenue à partir d'un modèle bayésien. Ensuite, deux
types de diérentiations sont présentées; les deux
d'évolution.

régions d'images en niveaux de gris et d'images
le

onduisant aux mêmes équations

Nous montrons de nombreux résultats pour la segmentation en deux

ara tère adaptatif de la méthode sont

ouleurs. Les béné es apportés par

lairement illustrés dans le

as du tra king

d'un objet isolé. Enn, nous étudions l'extension de la méthode pour la segmentation
d'images en plus de deux régions.

Mots- lés :

Théorie des

ourbes de niveaux, segmentation d'images

segmentation adaptative d'images, gradient de formes.

ouleurs,
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1 Introdu tion
Considering the last studies in the domain, a variational formulation seems adequate
to ta kle the problem of segmenting images. In parti ular, this approa h has shown
its ability to integrate various
informations

ues in a

an be used as dire t

ommon framework. Hen e, dierent kind of

onstraint on the boundaries (regularity, tension,

high gradient, shape prior) or indire t

onstraint indu ed by modules a

region integrity (homogeneity[2℄, texture

ounting for

lassi ation [9℄, prior on spatial intensity

distributions [7℄,...).
In most of the

ases, a prepro essing step is ne essary to extra t the relevant in-

formation from the image before the partitioning pro ess itself. Dierent types of
informations

an be extra ted: the

informations, data
omplex ltering

reation of an edge image

an provide boundary

lustering may be useful to determine a simple region module,

an help in extra ting texture

hara teristi s...

In this paper, no prior extra tion of information is made.
formulation is proposed, where region

An entirely variational

ues extra tion is made jointly with the par-

titioning pro ess. Re ent related works

an be found. In [2℄, the authors propose

to use the mean to distinguish the regions, the mean of the regions being dynamially estimated during the evolution of the

urve whi h delimits the regions. They

generalize their model to deal with ve tor-valued data.
In [4℄, the

riteria used to separate two smooth regions is their entropy, this one de-

pending again on the moving border position. In [13℄, the authors have also proposed
similar approa hes. Bimodal images are segmented using Gaussian distributions with
xed varian es and adaptative means. More re ently, a non-parametri

method using

information theory have been presented in [5℄.
The method proposed in the next se tion

model

[2℄.

an be seen as a generalization of the

CV

A tually, a more general variational formulation is obtained from the

maximization of the a posteriori segmentation probability given an observed data.
First, limiting our study to the 2-phase

ase, we will present two dierent ways

of minimizing the fun tional driving both to the same evolution equations.

One

use a modied energy by an early introdu tion of level set fun tions, whereas the
other method

onsists in dierentiating dire tly the fun tional using re ent results

on shape derivation. Next, we will show some experimental results on gray-valued
and
some

olor images, and also on sequen es of images. Then, we will nish by making
omments on the limitations of the method and the possible extensions to an

arbitrary number of regions.
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2 The segmentation problem
Segmenting images

onsists of nding a partition of an observed data

mogeneous regions. These regions are
represent a visual

2 R2

hara terized by statisti al properties whi h

We make the following assumptions: 1)
verifying an hypothesis

Let

( ( )) be the

pi I x

hi ,

I

: ! Rp

I

be open and bounded, and let

P( ) be a partition of the domain and 
i

into ho-

onsisten y. The interfa e between the regions is supposed to be

regular.
Let

I

be the observed data. Let

be the boundaries between the regions.
is

omposed by a maximum of

2) the interfa e between the regions



N

regions

is regular.

onditional probability density fun tion of a given value

with respe t to the hypothesis

hi .

()

I x

The good segmentation of a given observed data re-

spe ting the hypotheses is obtained by solving the optimization problem with respe t
to the

a posteriori segmentation probability, given the observation set: p(P ( )jI ).

Following the Geodesi
of energy.

A tive Regions [10℄, we

an reformulate the problem in terms

Only two assumptions are made in [10℄: all the partitions are equally

possible and the pixels within ea h region are independent. Sin e these assumptions
are reasonable in our

ase, the optimal frame partition is obtained by minimizing

the energy:

F

(; ;  ) =

To des ribe the visual

sity fun tion.

The

N Z
X
i=1

i

log pi (I )dx + length( )

(1)

onsisten y of a region, we need to dene a

family of den-

hoi e of this family must be done su h that it

an repre-

sent/approximate the information of ea h region and it should be able to dis riminate
two dierent regions. For smooth non-textured images, a
Gaussian distributions. It means that the
for a value

I

hoi e is to use

hi

is:

( ) = pi;i (I ) =

pi I

Remark :

ommon

onditional probability with respe t to

1
e
(2) 2 jij1=2
p

1
T 1
2 (I i ) i (I i )

As we will see on some experiments, the use of Gaussian densities may be

also e ient on parti ular textured images. A tually, these images

an be segmented

by tting Gaussian models even if these models do not give a good estimation of the
region properties.

INRIA
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5

an rewrite the energy:

N Z 
X
1
p log(2 ) + log ji j
) =2
i=1 i

+ (I i)T i 1(I ) dx + length( )

(2)

Su h an energy has already been studied in [6℄ by looking for the minimum length
des ription and in [14℄ with a region

ompletion s heme. The rst one is a variant

of graduated non- onvexity and the se ond one propose to use snakes in a region
ompletion s heme. This last method solve the problem by iterating two steps: 1)
estimate statisti al parameters with xed boundaries, 2) move the boundaries with
onstant statisti al parameters.
Here, we propose a global variational framework using the level set theory.

The

energy minimum is obtained via a gradient des ent with respe t to the statisti al
parameters and the boundary position.

3 On nding the minima
We study two dierent approa hes driving to a lo al minima of the fun tional (2)
when

onsidering the 2-phase problem for smooth, non-textured images. The energy

orresponding to this parti ular

(

F  ;
where

) =

 = (1 ; 1 ; 2 ; 2 )
( ) = log ji j + (I (x)

and ei x

Remark :

A tive

Z

1

ase is:

( ) dx +

e1 x

) i 1 (I (x)

i T

Z

2

( ) dx + length( )

e2 x

)

i .

ontours without edges for ve tor-valued images presented in [2℄

an be seen as a parti ular

ase of this formulation where

1 and 2 are set to the

identity matrix.

3.1

First approa h: extension of the integral terms to all the domain

A di ulty en ountered when we want to derive (3) is the dependen e with respe t
to the border position of the integration domains

1

and

2.

As it has been done

in the past [2℄, we extend these integrals to all the domain by using the level set

RR n° 4515
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: ! R dened as:
(
(x) = D(x;  );
if x 2
1
(3)
(x) = D(x;  ); if x 2 2
Using the same regularized form H (z ) of the heaviside fun tion as in [2℄, the fun fun tion



tional (3)

an be written as:

Z

( ) = (e1 (x)H() + e2(x)(1
+ length( )

( )))

H 

E ;

The length term

(4)

an also be expressed with respe t to
length

Z

( ) =

dx

:

jrH((x))j dx
i and i an
i with respe t to the

The Euler-Lagrange equations obtained for the Gaussian parameters
be dire tly solved. The solution gives expressions of
level set fun tion

:

8
<i 

R

( ) = R (Ri
:i () = (i
where 1 () = H () and 2 () = 1

i

and

I (x))i ((x))dx
i ((x))dx
I (xR))(i I (x))T i ((x))dx
i ((x))dx

( ).

H 

(5)

These expressions are the estimation

of the Gaussian parameters into the respe tive region whi h is

oherent with the

formulation of the problem.
Hen e the energy depends only on



:

( ) = E (; ()) = G()

E ;
Then, it is possible to

ompute the rst variations of

des ription of the derivation
we

( ) = Æ((x))

with

with respe t to

.

A detailed

an be found in annex. Using the result of the annex,

an write the following evolution equation for

t x

G

h



:div

( ) = H0 ().



:

r + e (x)
2
jrj

()

e1 x

i
(6)

Æ 

the level set fun tion is evolved with
a gradient des ent using the equation (6) while the Gaussian parameters
are updated at ea h iteration with respe t to (5).

The implementation is straightforward:

INRIA
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Se ond approa h: dire t derivation using shape derivation priniple

We

an wonder how the use of a regularized fun tion in the energy modies our

obje tive fun tion. Using the shape derivative tool introdu ed in [1℄, it is possible to
dierentiate dire tly the fun tional (3).
We suppose that the statisti al parameters are obtained using an estimation on the
respe tive region as in (5):

8
>
<i

R

( i) = i (Ri Idx(x)) dx
i
R
(i I (x))(i I (x))T dx
>
i
R
:i ( i ) =
dx
i



Then the fun tional depends only on the border position

( )=

Z

E 
The integrals
position of

i

D

( i) =

1

(

) +

e1 x;

R

Z

1 dx

(

e x;
i i

2

i )dx

using shape derivative.

(

) +

e2 x;

2 dx

Z

:





_ (x)dx

(7)

may be dierentiated with respe t to the
Con erning our

ase, the derivative gives a

simple term (see annex):

< D0
where

( i); V >= +=



(

ei x;

( ) is the unit normal ve tor to 

N x

dire tion of
Now we

N,

i.e. if

i



i )(V (x):N (x))da(x)

at point

x.

The sign depends on the

is the inside region, the sign is minus otherwise it is positive.

an write the new evolving equation:


where

Z

is the

( ) + )N

(x)t = (e2 (x)

urvature of the

urve (

e1 x
).

It is e ient to use the level set theory to implement this equation. The level set
fun tion is dened as the distan e fun tion like in (3) and we get the following level
set evolution equation:


r

(8)
t (x) = e2 (x) e1 (x) +  div
jrj jrj
and the equation (6) is obtained: 1) by approximating jrj by 1 sin e  should be the
distan e fun tion; 2) by introdu ing Æ (x) to impose the Narrow Band hypothesis:


only lo al pixels have inuen e on the

RR n° 4515
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Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Two regions with dierent means - Contour evolution

Two regions with dierent varian es - Contour evolution

4 Experiments
The

omplexity of the variational method presented in the last se tion is high. The

unknown parameters for region information
(6 for the

4.1

an be up to 9 per region for

olor images

ovarian e matrix and 3 more for the mean).

Gray-valued images

For s alar images, the

omplexity is smaller. Only two parameters (mean and vari-

an e) are ne essary to represent a region. The simplied evolving equation for this
ase is:

( ) =Æ((x))

t x



2

+ log 22
1



r 
jrj
(I (x) 1)2 + (I (x)

:div

12

22

We show results on two syntheti al images. The rst one is

)

2 2 

omposed by two regions

with dierent means but same varian es [Fig.1℄ while the se ond one has two regions
dierent only by their varian es [Fig.2℄.
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Figure 3: Syntheti
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01
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1

and

1

1 = 2

01
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and

0

1 = b1

0

2 = b2
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1
1A

a1
b1

b1

a2
b2

b2
2

1
A

olor images - Contour evolution

Color images

Con erning
plex regions

olor images, the
an be

omplexity is higher but images

onsidered.

omposed by

om-

First, we show results on syntheti al data where

3-dimensional Gaussian models were used to generate data for ea h region. In both
examples, the regions have the same mean but their
For the rst example, auto- orrelation
dierent while only
Contrary to more
to

ross- orrelation

ovarian e matrix is dierent.

oe ients (between

olor

omponents) are

oe ients are dierent for the se ond example.

lassi al approa hes as the one presented in [2℄, our method is able

apture these dieren es [Fig.3℄.

Experiments on real images gave interesting results. Let us pre ise that we used the
CIE-Lab

olor spa e su h that distan e between 3D points

orresponds to per eptual

olor dieren e.
The rst test
grounds.

onsists in segmenting a hand photography pla ed on dierent ba k-

Three ba kgrounds are

onsidered:

uniform (hue

lose to the hand's)

[Fig.4(a)℄, noisy [Fig.4(b)℄ and textured [Fig.4( )℄. The algorithm su
ing the expe ted partitioning for ea h test. Two more tests on

eeded in giv-

natural

images are

shown. First, the squirrel image [Fig.??℄: the regions are textured but they have

RR n° 4515
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(a) Uniform ba kground - Contour evolution

(b) Noisy ba kground - Contour evolution

( ) Textured ba kground - Contour evolution

Figure 4: Hand image

mentation)
a really dierent

(left: initial ontour, enter: evolving ontour, right: nal seg-

olor. The partitioning result looks very a

urate [Fig.??℄. Se ond

example, the Ro ks on mars image: the ro k is slightly darker than the sand with
a dierent texture. The obtained result is still satisfa tory [Fig.6℄.

4.3

Color image sequen es

The dynami al property of our method
The hand examples presented here is

an be useful to segment a sequen e of images.
omposed by a moving obje t (a hand) pla ed

INRIA
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Figure 5: Squirrel image - Contour evolution

Figure 6: Ro ks on mars image - Contour evolution

Figure 7: Hand sequen e

in front of a textured ba kground. Sin e the hand motion is

omposed by various

rotations and translations, the luminosity of the obje t varies very mu h during the
sequen e.

The result of the previous frame is used as initialization for the next

frame. The method does not integrate additional terms based on motion properties
as opti al ow. Hen e, the method is not limited to small displa ements. As you
see on the example, the algorithm

an

an naturally integrate luminosity modi ations

thanks to the dynami al Gaussian parameters. We

an also remark that a Gaussian

approximation for the ba kground is not good at all but it is su ient to dierentiate
it from the hand

RR n° 4515
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4.4

Implementation remarks

For all the tests, ex ept the sequen e, the same initialization with tiny
used.
we

Su h an initialization has been already used in the past.

The reasons why

hose this initialization was its ability to dete t easily holes and the

speed. However, other initializations have been tested su h as a single
gives good results but the

ir les was
onvergen e

ir le. It still

onvergen e speed de reases signi antly. Moreover, we

have to set only two parameters: the time step and the regularization weight
all the

olor examples, we used the same values:

dt

= 1 and  = 1.

.

For

Con erning the speed, we use an expli it dis retization in time, then the evolution
must be done slowly to be stable. On 100x100 images, only few se onds are required
for s alar images while
seems possible to get

olor images need around twenty se onds on a 1 Ghz CPU. It

lose to real time using a semi-impli it s heme as the AOS [12℄.

To deal with larger images, we are in the pro ess to develop a multi-s ale approa h.

5 Generalization to

N regions

We start from the fun tional (1) and we would like to extend ea h integral over
to all the image domain

. We must nd

8
>
<i x >
i x
>
:
i x <

su h that:

() 0
( )=0
() 0

A tually, two dierent kind of
problem. One

hara teristi

2 i
if x 2  i
otherwise

hara teristi

fun tions have been proposed for this

an simply asso iate one level set per region but pixels

to avoid that. A se ond way of dening
hara teristi

fun tion to ea h

i

ombination of level set signs. Hen e only

N

(

and

2

E  1 ; 2 ;

log(N )

regions and ea h pixel is asso iated

to one and only one region. For example, an image

1

an be asso i-

oupling term must be added

has been propose in [2℄ by asso iating

level sets are needed to segment an image into
using 2 level sets

i

fi ; i = 1; ::; N g

if x

ated to multiple regions or to no region. An additional
a

fun tions

an be segmented in 4 regions

by minimizing the following fun tional:

) =

4 Z
X

i=1

log pi (I (x))i (1 ; 2 )dx

(9)

+ length( 1 [  2)
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Figure 8: Four dierent means - Contour evolution

with

8
>
1
>
>
>
<
2
>

> 3
>
>
:
4

(1 ; 2 ) = H(1 )H(2 );
(1 ; 2 ) = (1 H(1 ))H(2 );
(1 ; 2 ) = H(1 )(1 H(2 ));
(1 ; 2 ) = (1 H(1 ))(1 H(2 ))

The derivation of (9) is similar to one for the 2-phase
tions are obtained for

) i 1(I (x)

i T

follow:

(

E 1 ; 2

i

1

and

2 .

Making the notations

) and Hi(x) = H(i(x)), the energy

( ) = log jij + (I (x)

ei x

an be simply expressed as

Z

) = (jH(1 (x))j + jH(2 (x))j) dx
Z

+ (e1H1H2 + e2(1
and the

ase and two evolution equa-

(10)

) + e3H1(1

H 1 H2

orresponding evolution equations for

8
< 1 x
t







1

( ) = Æ(1 (x)) :div  jrr11j  + (e1
: 2 (x) = Æ (2 (x)) :div r2 + (e1
t
jr2 j

and

H2
2

) + e4 (1

H1

)(1

H2

)) dx

are:

) + (e3
e3 )H1 + (e2
e 2 H2

)(1
e4 )(1
e4



)
H1 )
H2

A ni e example is shown [Fig.8℄ but the method be omes more sensible to the initial
ontour position on more

ompli ated images.

Moreover, the

omplexity be omes

very high when the number of regions in rease.

6 Con lusion and future works
We have presented a totally dynami al framework to segment s alar or ve tor-valued
images. Two dierent approa hes have been

onsidered to ta kle the problem of en-

ergy minimization, both drives to the same evolution equations. Convin ing results

RR n° 4515
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were shown on syntheti al and real images. The method looks parti ularly powerful in segmenting various type of images. A simple multi-dimensional Gaussian to
represent ea h region is often su ient to dis riminate
the tra king example, improvements

omplex regions. Regarding

an be done by using for instan e priors on

the shape [11℄ or by integrating a more

omplex model for the ba kground and a

skin model for the hand. Moreover, we used here a parametri
probability densities of ea h region are
opment of non-parametri
are

methods

model assuming that

lose to Gaussian distributions. The devel-

an be useful when dealing with textures whi h

hara terized by moments of higher order.

We are

urrently

on entrating on

these last issues to improve and generalize the method.

A Derivation details
A.1

Energy extended over all the domain

To show how the Euler-Lagrange equations are obtained, let us dierentiate the
following fun tional:

Z

( )=

F 

log p(I (x)j; )()dx

Z
1
= 2 (log jj + (I (x)

(11)

)  1(I (x)

 T

)) ( )

   dx

( j ) is the Gaussian density fun tion with mean  and
 ( and  depend on  (5))

where
We

p x ;

ompute the rst variation of

( + )

F 



(

where G x; 
We

F

:

1
=
=0 2

Z

log p(I (x)j; )0 ()dx
Z
1
+ 2 G(x; +  ) =0()dx

+  ) = log j( +  )j + (I (x)

an de ompose the derivative of

(

ovarian e matrix

G:

( +  ))T ( +  ) 1 (I (x)

 

( +  )))

 

+  ) = G ( +  ) + G  ( +  )






G x; 
First we

ompute the gradient with respe t to the mean ve tor

G


=  1(I (x)

:

)
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an

ompute the gradient with respe t to the

ovarian e matrix
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 in the same

manner:




1
 G =  ( (I

The se ond term of the rst variation of

Z

(

G x; 

and we

an



+ )

=0

() =

G


() =

Z

  dx

=
and

Z

1

  =0

() +

Z

  dx


  =0()dx

G 


:

) ()

   dx

() ()

I x   dx

Z


()



  dx

=0

Z

G


G 

 1(I (x)
1

) )

 T

an be simplied:

ompute the two integrals over

Z

Z

Z

  dx

F

)(

 I

1
(I (x) )(I (x) )T ) 1() dx
 () dx =  (
Z

 Z
1
(I (x) )(I (x) )T () dx 
=   () dx
=0

It follows that the se ond term is null. The rst variation of F

1

an simply be expressed

as:

( + )

F 



A.2

Z
1
= log p(I (x)j; )0 ()dx
=0 2

Shape derivative method

In this subse tion, we propose to use the shape derivative tool introdu ed in [1℄ in
order to derive the following fun tional depending on the domain

D

( )=
=
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Z

(

k x;

Z 

:

)dx

log j( )j + I (x)



( ) T ( )



()

1 I x

( )




dx
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8
>
>
<

with:

Following [1℄, we

< D0 (
where

R

( ) = V (1 ) R I (x)dx
(I (x) ( ))(I (x)
S ( ) = V (1 )
>
>
:V ( ) = R dx

(

ks x;

;V

ompute the Gâteaux derivative of

); V >=

Z

(

ks x;

Z

)

; V dx

(

k x;

( ))T dx



D

( ) in the dire tion of V :

)(V (x):N (x))da(x)

) is the shape derivative of k(x; ).
(

) = fs(x; ( ); ( ); V )
= f < 0 ( ); V > +f < 0( ); V
The derivations of f with respe t to  and  give:
(
f =  1 (I (x) )
f =  1 ( (I )(I )T ) 1
Sin e ( ) and S ( ) do not depend on x, we have:
ks x;

Z

;V

fs (x; : : : ; V )dx = < 0 (

); V

Z

f (x; : : : )dx+ < 0 (

>

Similarly to the rst method, both integrals over

of

Then, only the se ond term of the derivative has to be

< D0 (

); V >=

Z

(

k x;

f

); V

and

>

Z
>

f

(

)

f x; : : : dx

are equal to zero.

onsidered:

)(V (x):N (x))da(x)
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